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Introduction
In this paper, I propose that to develop a just society, Catholic higher education systems must
educate students by providing integrated learning opportunities to engage with the concept of
justice. Justice education is more than fostering a personal virtue as it should involve an
appreciation of the social dimension of human life and pursuit of the establishment of a just society.
At the university, fostering this virtue requires consistency through students’ whole educational
experience, and therefore, justice education requires that instructors, staff, and administrators
consistently manifest justice. To show this, I will first examine the existing scholarship of justice
education, including Catholic Social Teaching (hereafter CST).2 I will pay particular attention to
Pope John XXIII’s Mater et Magistra (“Mother and Teacher”) and share why and how his brand
of CST would be an effective option for deepening and widening teaching justice both as virtue
formation and social/ community engagement learning in practice.
Justice Education: Integrating Character and Moral Education into Catholic Social
Teaching
One must first understand the fundamental terminology of justice, justice education, and social
justice education to understand the concept of providing justice learning opportunities. According
to Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas, the virtue of justice results from living within a just community,
which is to say a setting that provides one with the opportunity to become a virtuous person. The
virtuous person is the most truly human being, a person who grows in virtue socially by
surrounding themselves with other virtuous people and learning from them, and thereby growing
in phronesis (practical wisdom).3 Justice education is necessary to found this community, as it
paves the way for a rich understanding of the importance of the right kind of relationship needed
to build a more just society that must be accompanied with virtues in order to foster the common
good.4 This vision of justice education has brought leaders of religious education and social
ministry together to assess and strengthen community participation when putting their efforts into
practice. While this Aristotelian-Thomistic vision of justice education has been a hallmark of the
Brothers of the Christian Schools,5 the complexity of justice in the contemporary higher
educational context signals a need for integrated learning opportunities of justice education on the
matter.
For example, social justice falls under the umbrella of justice. This specific branch of justice
attempts to articulate just elements of society such as distribution of resources, economics, and
opportunities.6 Educators have responded to the complexities of justice and social justice with the
concept of social justice education (SJE): “Among many educators and educational researchers,
SJE has become not only ubiquitous but [ . . . ], the apple pie of contemporary education.”7 A
problem, identified by Lauren Bialystok, is that “dozens of deﬁnitions and conceptions of SJE
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[exist] in the literature, including ‘full and equal participation of all groups in a society that is
mutually shaped to meet their needs’ (Bell, 1997, p. 3) and ‘a disposition toward recognizing and
eradicating all forms of oppression and differential treatment’ (Murrell, 2006, p. 81).”8 Ironically,
the difficulty of defining concepts such as justice and social justice education only makes them
more relevant for educational systems, teachers, and students to explore for the betterment of
society. Additionally, the extension of appreciating this reality in practice goes hand-in-hand with
the need for increasing integrated learning opportunities of justice education in higher education
settings.
Likewise, Pope John XXIII, in his encyclical letter, Mater et Magistra, argues for the responsibility
of society to provide integrated learning opportunities for justice education. Providing students
with a justice education is essential to their whole education. Pope John XXIII argues that students
must “be given more assistance, and more free time in which to complete their vocational training
as well as to carry out more fittingly their cultural, moral, and religious education.”9 While this
statement comes from a Christian context, it applies to all humans. Not only is vocational training
needed, but “more fittingly” education for the whole individual. Furthermore, providing students
with an education that explores justice is not only essential to their education but essential to the
future of society.10 Pope John XXIII writes, “It is of the utmost importance that parents exercise
their right and obligation toward the younger generation by securing for their children a sound
cultural and religious formation.”11 Here, he calls parents but this call to recognition applies to all
individuals involved in providing integrated opportunities for justice education at school –
including teachers and coaches and their colleagues in other professions such as university
administrators and staff – as they too, have a responsibility to the next generation. This
responsibility requires everyone to examine justice and establish their beliefs and values for the
future of their students. Those who play a part in education must reflect on their experiences to
establish knowledge of justice. The Pope emphasizes that members of society’s institutions
“besides profiting personally from their own day-to-day experience in this field, can also help the
social education of the rising generation by giving it the benefit of the experiences they have
gained.”12
In her TED Talk, 2017 teacher of the year Sydney Chaffee states, “social justice should be a part
of the mission of every school and every teacher in America, if we want ‘liberty and justice for
all’ to be more than a slogan [ . . . ] because schools are crucial places for children to become active
citizens and to learn the skills and the tools that they need to change the world.”13 This quotation
furthers the argument that schools can provide students with more than the opportunity to gain
book knowledge. Likewise, residential liberal arts colleges can be transformational places that
nurture the development of citizens and active members of society. In order for that transformation
to take place, residential colleges must present students with multiple learning opportunities to
understand their role in society and the concept of justice.
Implications for Classroom Settings
The current justice education literature on integral learning opportunities both for advancing whole
education and preparing for the future of society is practically reflected in Pope John XXIII’s
Mater et Magistra in two ways: (i) engaging and experiencing justice education; and (ii) pairing
academic learning with character and moral education.
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Providing justice learning opportunities starts with the teachers who will provide those learning
opportunities. Teachers must acknowledge and accept their role and responsibility. Teachers are
role models who provide opportunities for their students to explore justice. Since justice and other
topics associated with moral education are complex, students “look to the adults in their lives –
parents, teachers, coaches, and relatives – to help them decide what to do.”14 In the most beneficial
justice-oriented learning opportunities, teachers act as guides for their students. They use their
knowledge, beliefs, values, and experience to guide students toward the students’ own
understanding of justice. Through reflection, teachers realize that there is not one universal
definition of justice, so they cannot teach as if there were. Although students are ready to explore
these concepts, even from a young age,15 “they need adult mentors to help them translate their
ideas into action. With guidance, they can go from passive spectators to activists, focusing their
energy on solutions.”16 To effectively present learning opportunities to explore justice, teachers
must acknowledge their role as a guide rather than an imparter of knowledge. Teachers can use
their knowledge to help guide but should do so in a way that enables students to develop their own
knowledge. If teachers want to educate their students as people, teachers must educate their
students to think for themselves.
With this preliminary proposition in mind and when presenting learning opportunities to explore
justice, the teacher must guide students through experiences. Experience and engagement turn the
theory of justice education into the practice of justice education. Pope John XXIII states, “It is not
enough to merely formulate a social doctrine. It must be translated into reality.”17 While the Pope
speaks of beliefs and values in a religious context, the idea of translating ideas to reality remains
true in the educational context. Educational institutions and teachers cannot achieve a quality,
whole-student education by just writing guidelines, approaches, or theories. These must be
examined and challenged for the actual student and classroom. Engaging and experiencing justice
requires learning opportunities that are more than passive assignments. Aristotle writes, “Hence
knowing about virtue is not enough, but we must also try to possess and exercise virtue, or become
good in any other way.”18 Justice education provides students with the ability to “exercise” virtue
because “we become just by doing,” according to Aristotle.19 When students engage in their
learning, it becomes more meaningful and effective. Pope John XXIII writes, “formal instruction,
to be successful, must be supplemented by the students’ active co-operation in their own training.
They must gain an experimental knowledge of the subject, and that by their own positive action.”20
Teachers should want their instruction and guidance to last a lifetime, and they should take
measures to make sure it does. They should carefully take the time to craft these exploratory,
learning opportunities and can do so by examining examples of justice education and learning from
fellow educators.
Teachers looking to provide integrated learning opportunities for their students to engage with
justice can study and adapt established educational models, theories, and practices. One possible
challenge with justice education is providing learning opportunities that go beyond a surface level,
background information on a topic.21 To practically provide justice education, teachers must weave
justice into the learning opportunities they regularly present to their students. Plainly, pairing
academic learning with character and moral education provides the students with a more realistic
education.22 They should not be taught to think of these concepts separately. They will need to use
all their knowledge, academic, social, emotional, and moral, to make decisions.23 If educational
systems do not guide students to adopt these thinking habits, students may have a difficult time
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bringing all their experiences together in the future. Hence, teachers should exhibit positive
expectations to ensure that integrated justice education is possible. For example, classroom
teachers paired with their school librarians to explore the concept of justice in texts. The educators
describe the learning opportunity as “a list of books with a social justice theme was curated for
students. Each student engaged in finding the book that was right for them and then collaborated
with a small group of students to engage in book discussions and activities.”24 This learning
opportunity provides an example of integrated teaching and teaching that calls students to act. To
complete the learning opportunity, “students collaborated to create a final project that shared the
social justice themes in their chosen books.”25 When designing these experiences, students
engaged with the material in a way that made the material relevant and meaningful to them without
sacrificing deep learning.
Integrated justice learning opportunities can fit into educational expectations established for
teachers and students. Many teachers assume character and moral education present just one more
element to add to the already demanding curriculum they feel the pressure to address. However,
justice education can and should be integrated into the subject matter curriculum. In this way,
justice education addresses educational standards, content goals, and enhances students’ learning
as they engage with those standards. Social justice educator Schmidt assures educators, “your
students will develop and demonstrate skills that are fundamental to a rigorous standards-based
approach to social studies. Many teachers report that their students exceed expectations on dozens
of standards.”26 Integrating justice education with subject-matter education contextualizes the
concept of justice for students so they can apply it to their current and future experiences in more
practical ways.
Furthermore, when education systems provide learning opportunities for students to explore
justice, they are not only developing just people they are developing independent thinkers. Justice
education can, in fact, be unjust if it teaches students one way of thinking. Teachers may impart
their beliefs, values, and understanding of justice on their students.27 This argument presents a
realistic, potential issue with justice education. If teachers are not fully aware of their
responsibility and the impact their teaching has on students, specifically in the context of the future
of society, they may fall into the practice of unconscious bias while approaching moral and
character education. For example, one teacher took their class “to the streets with signs and an
oversized papier mâché oil pipeline to protest the laying of an actual pipeline in Western
Canada.”28 While this teacher made their students aware of a real-life, relevant topic related to
justice and allowed them to actively engage in the topic, the teacher left no room for individual
thinking on the concept of justice. This teacher taught one understanding of justice instead of
guiding students toward their own understanding of justice. The difference between “teaching”
personal views and “guiding” students toward individual views separates justice education that
will establish a just society and one that will establish a polarized society. However, with
awareness and planning, teachers can stay on the side of guiding students to become well-rounded
thinkers. Teachers can and should approach justice education as encouraging engagement in
learning opportunities as opposed to only presenting already established beliefs and values.
Bialystok states, “There is a critical difference between teaching students to think about the world
in such a way that may motivate independent political involvement, and requiring students to
defend or oppose particular political parties or policies.”29 She proposes an alternate learning
opportunity in response to the teacher who led the pipeline protest:
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[A lesson] drawing attention to the negative impacts of the pipeline, such as its effects on
the environment and on aboriginal communities, is entirely justiﬁed by such laws as the
Environmental Protection Act (1999) and recent social activism surrounding aboriginal
rights in Canada, particularly if accompanied by critique of the political bias in media and
government discussions of the issue, such as recent television ads promoting the tar sands.30
This learning opportunity asks students to synthesize multiple perspectives, critically think about
the information presented in the context of their personal experiences, and make an individual
decision. In this regard, Picower makes the observation that “all teaching is political (Freire, 1993),
not just teaching that comes from a social justice perspective. Good teaching, regardless of its
ideological lens, should provide students with multiple perspectives about historical events,
allowing them to draw their own conclusions based on evidence (Burstein & Hutton, 2005).”31
When teachers are aware of their role and responsibility, they can better guide their students toward
thinking about justice in the most just way possible. Likewise, when students are exposed to the
concept of justice early in life, educational systems help create a just present and future because
the study of justice, freedom, equality, equity, diversity, tolerance, and integrity supports students
in making ethical and just decisions on a day-to-day basis in their classrooms and in the larger
community.32 Educational professionals need not even separate social justice education from
simply justice education or moral and character education. Plainly, a just education simply
educates the entire human character. This type of character and moral education asks students to
engage, act, and think, much like they will be asked to do as independent members of society.
Imagine the just society of the future if education systems not only provided students with
knowledge but guided them in how to think, act, and lead with that knowledge.
Implications for Residential Life and Academic Administration
The preceding shows that teachers must manifest justice in order to foster justice education; since
justice education is holistic, it should be constant across their experience. This has a broader
implication for administrators and staff as well as students. The holistic vision of character and
moral education imbued in Mater et Magistra relies on a theological understanding of the human
persona’s imago Dei, and therefore CST is based on the moral imperative of human sociality as
well as human dignity: “human beings are not meant to live in isolation but are meant to live in
community with one another.”33
Ideally, these imperatives of CST should be present in on-ground practical university life and
student/ administration dynamics. The renowned virtue ethicist Paul Wadell works through
different forms of justice demonstrating that individuals have a responsibility for helping to
maintain social justice and that justice is both personal and social. Wadell explains that society can
be construed as a network of relationships which imply moral duty: “We owe something to others
(and they owe something to us) because our lives are always enmeshed in relationships that carry
inescapable moral demands.”34 Wadell identifies the three forms of justice that exist among
individuals, and between the individual and larger society: commutative, distributive, and social
justice.35 These different forms of justice, especially the latter two, demonstrate that justice must
be served by each person and by the larger society. As he explains, distributive justice regards the
duties of the society as it “protects the common good by insisting that all persons have a right to
some share in the basic goods and services of a society.”36 Conversely and also importantly, social
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justice regards the duties of the individual as “it focuses on the responsibility every member of
society has to contribute to the common good and to work to create a more just society.” Wadell
explains that these two forms of justice – distributive and social – “are closely connected because
social [or contributive] justice makes distributive justice possible.”37 While the university as a
social institution has a responsibility to each student to promote the common good, each person
within the university has a personal obligation, imposed by social justice, to support the
community. For Wadell, this “justice is both an abiding quality of character and a principle of
action. It is, more precisely, a virtue because a person of justice is habitually attuned to the needs
of others and characteristically responsive to their good.”38
Although everyone in the university community is bound by this social justice, university leaders
and administrators and staff are also bound by justice in a distinctive way since they are proactively
charged with the high and grave duty of state which determines the common good. Hence, leaders
and administrators are arguably more responsible for attending to the demands of distributive
justice than others. As leaders and members of society, university leaders have a moral and
practical duty to both distributive and social justice. Leaders should exhibit this awareness of their
obligations to others given the unique nature of their relationship to others in society.39 The
imperatives of justice are a consequence of “the deep connections that exist between us and
everything else that lives.”40 Since those connections are broader and of a unique nature for leaders,
they have a special call to “recognize the obligations and responsibilities those bonds create.”41
University administrators and staff, especially the leaders, should acknowledge their role as
contributors to society by attending to how the benefits of society are justly distributed.
Above all, there is something to be said about the way that a failure of virtues in institutional
leaders and administrators may vitiate a call to virtue in the bodies that they lead. We fail in
teaching justice in some important ways when we treat it as a set of principles an individual might
uphold while the communities or institutions to which they belong violate them without objection.
Further, the fact that there is no present concrete metric scale to measure virtues, or traits like
social justice, does not mean that virtuous traits and actions are not needed in the administration
of higher education and in service for the common good. In fact, they are needed since their
absence is inevitably linked to failures to fully engage justice education.
Conclusion
Justice education requires everyone involved in the educational experience to be just. Thus,
character education should support teachers, administrators, and staff as well as students. To show
this, this paper has discussed that to develop a just society, higher education systems must educate
students by providing integrated learning opportunities for them to engage with the concept of
justice. As a further step working toward this goal, this paper has explained justice education
within CST, as it has emphasized that fostering the virtue of justice in practice requires consistently
through students’ whole educational experience, and therefore, justice education requires that
everyone involved in education – staff and administrators, as well as instructors – manifest justice.
Therefore, this justice education is a useful resource for both administrators and teachers who are
interested in developing strategies for promoting ethical reasoning and character development
among their students. Indeed, Lasallian institutions envision this education not as an end in itself,
but as a means of fostering a virtue-guided space for integrated learning opportunities – by offering
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illustrations for how virtues can be introduced into, and ultimately enrich, the university’s
curriculum, as well as through making a consistent effort to enhance the university’s educational
potential for serving the common good in practice. Inasmuch as the residential college shows much
interest in forging a culture of this justice education, it should similarly show much interest in
facing the real challenges of building community, a good that depends on both an abiding quality
of character and a principle of action.
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